For exact orientation inside the tracheobronchial tree, clinicians would greatly profit from a soft tissue navigation system for bronchoscopy. Such an image guided system which gives the ability to show the current position of a bronchoscope (an instrument to inspect the inside of the lung) or a catheter within the tracheobronchial tree, significantly improves orientation inside the complex airway structure and the depth of insertion into it. A major challenge for a bronchoscopy navigation system is respiratory motion. Recently, more and more developments of navigated bronchoscopy systems use the tracheobronchial centerline in order to develop a compensation for respiratory motion. The implementation and evaluation of the compensation algorithms are assisted by a simulation environment, that provides tracking data similar to the data that has to be processed during a bronchoscopic intervention. Thus we developed an evaluation environment which simulates a random insertion of a tracking sensor into a tracheobronchial tree, adding electromagnetic noise and distortion similar to an operating table, and harmonic respiratory motion to the tracked position. With this environment, a high number of insertion tracks can be created and used to optimize methods for minimizing the electromagnetic tracking error and compensating respiratory movement. The authors encourage other researchers to use this evaluation environment to test different correction and estimation algorithms for navigated bronchoscopy.
PURPOSE
With the help of a bronchoscope, the inside of the lung can be inspected in order to perform diagnosis or local therapy. However, this instrument does not provide global information about its position and orientation within the complex structure of the bronchial tree, which makes it difficult to directly approach a previously defined position, for instance a suspicious lesion. Furthermore, the size of the tip of the bronchoscope makes an advancement into thin periphery impossible. To overcome this problem, smaller catheters are used, which however cannot provide an image. In most cases, fluoroscopy or computed tomography scanning is used to monitor the current position of the catheter. A navigation system with a thin electromagnetic tracking sensor at the tip of the instrument could potentially assist exact guidance and placement with a real-time image rather than a single shot exposure. But it has to be accurate in real-time and ,ust be able to compensate for respiratory movement. Furthermore, it has to correct possible electromagnetic distortion, which is caused by ferromagnetic components of the operating table.
N. fV stays inside of it. This allows to compare coordinates of the tracked instrument with the centerline of the bronchial tree and to correct coordinates accordingly.
The effect on an image guided navigation suite is that the virtual representation of the instrument always remains inside the representation of the tracheobronchial tree 1 .
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Furthermore, it can be used to build up or maintain correspondence between real and virtual space. 3 However, the centerline has to be made available during navigated interventions. For this purpose, an appropriate segmentation algorithm can be used, which marks those voxels of the patient-specific preinterventional CT-scan which belong to the bronchial tree. Marked voxels can then be transformed into a surface representation, which can be displayed along with the superimposed position of the instrument during navigation. Through skeletonization of marked voxels, the centerline of the tracheobronchial tree is produced. Generally this segmentation only contains a single time step of the entire respiratory cycle. The task of an algorithm which compensates for respiratory movement is to transform the coordinates of a tracked instrument from each step of the respiratory cycle into the step that was captured by the CT-scan.
While developers recently have started to consider this constraint, performance of this constraint has not yet been evaluated. To do so, a large number of interventions need to be performed. Especially the exact position and orientation of the instrument is required in order to develop methods that eliminate the inaccuracy of electromagnetic trackers and detect or compensate for movement such as respiratory motion. Because this is not possible in clinical practice, a simulation environment was developed which virtually reconstructs conditions of an intervention including the shift of tracking coordinates caused by respiratory movement and by electromagnetic noise and distortion of an operating table. The deformed data can be used to test and evaluate algorithms that utilize the centerline constraint. Figure 1 . Thorax phantom containing an ex vivo porcine lung. Its CT-scan was used to collect anatomical information for the simulation environment.
METHODS
In order to implement an artificial environment which simulates a large amount of bronchoscopic insertions, high resolution anatomical data had to be prepared for its use in the environment (see 2.1). Furthermore, the main influences that are responsible for the inaccuracy of electromagnetically tracked sensors during bronchoscopic interventions were isolated as:
• deviation between preinterventional CT-scan and patient due to respiratory movement (see 2.5)
• typical inaccuracy of a sensor due to noise of electromagnetic tracking (see 2.4)
• distortion of the electromagnetic tracking volume due to ferromagnetic interference of an operating table (see 2.4)
Anatomical Data
The data necessary to build up the underlying anatomical information of the simulation environment was collected from an intervention where a phantom 2 was used, which contained an ex vivo porcine lung (see Fig.1 ). Its tracheobronchial tree could be segmented in detail from the acquired CT-scan (see Fig.2 ; CT-resolution: 512x512x1211, 0.78 mm in-plane, 0.4 mm z-plane, 0.5 mm slice thickness). By means of a skeletonization algorithm the segmentation then was transformed into a centerline representation (see 2.3). 
Simulation
The simulation consists of a user-defined number of sub-simulations (tracks) which are consecutively executed. A sub-simulation (track) represents an insertion of a bronchoscope or catheter tracked by an electromagnetic tracking system (EMT). It can be subdivided into its sampling points, which are modified by the defined amount of electromagnetic distortion (see 2.4) and the current value for respiratory movement (see 2.5). The shifted position and orientation is then passed to the algorithm to be tested. The algorithm estimates the true coordinates and returns this data. Values that are useful for describing the performance of a tested algorithm, such as distance Video: http://dx.doi.org/10.117/12.770482.1 between each ground truth position and estimated position, are computed and stored in a text-based file. The root mean square deviation (RMDS) of all distances of one track then describes the overall performance of this track. To be able to reproduce and compare the results, the computed data of all tracks is stored in several point sets: a ground truth track (real), a shifted track and result tracks of tested algorithms. In addition to current coordinates, a simulated orientation of the sensor is stored but was not yet considered by the tested algorithms. The variables affecting the intensity of noise, distortion, and motion as well as the amount of generated simulations can be modified. Thus different setups can be arranged. Furthermore, different datasets of a centerline can be used by the evaluation environment.
Data Structure
Using the open source toolkits ITK 4 and MITK, 5 the simulation environment was implemented in C++. The centerline of the segmented bronchial tree is represented by a tree-based structure consisting of a root (larynx), internal nodes (bifurcations) and leaf nodes (sub-segment bronchi; depth depending on the quality of segmentation). Each node consists of several sampling points at characteristic positions. In detail, a sampling point is described by its 3D coordinate and the diameter of the bronchi. By using a node iterator which traverses the tree from root to a leaf node, an insertion of a bronchoscope or catheter can be simulated. At bifurcations, a random generator chooses the branch to continue. In order to store the simulated path, a point set structure, which is provided by ITK, is used. The simulation is finished once a leaf is reached.
Noise and Distortion caused by EMT
During the track, the current sampling point is modified to include several influences such as regular noise caused by the EMT system or electromagnetic distortion, which is caused by metal objects such as an operating table.
To run the simulation with realistic parameters, the following reference was used: Kirsch et al. 7 describe a 3D position distortion of 1.5 mm (95% confidence level) in case of a metal sheet, similar to an operating table, being located 150 mm away from the EMT field generator. Furthermore, the technical specifications of an NDI 5DOF tracking sensor of the Aurora tracking system (cubic field generator) state an accuracy of 1.3 mm (95% confidence level) at a distance of 200-300 mm between sensor and field generator. In order to combine both distortions, their 95% confidence level (= 2σ) was converted to σ by division of 2. The distortion of the operation table (σ 1 ) and the distortion of the tracking system (σ 2 ) are uncorrelated. Thus the combined distortion can be calculated by the following equation:
To simulate the combined distortion, a normal variate generator with σ = 1 was used. During simulation the variate is added to the current sample point.
Movement caused by Respiratory Motion
The maximum tissue movement during respiratory movement was calculated using time-resolved MR images under spontaneous respiratory motion of a 32 year old man. Since the tissue of the upper lung lobes moves much less than the tissue of the lower lobes, the average movement was taken to incorporate a global value. Images were reconstructed in a sagittal angle of 30
• to show the upper lung and the highest point on the diaphragm. Movement of the upper lung along this angle was 12 mm, at the middle lung 20 mm, and at the diaphragm 42 mm. Because the simulated tracks primarily iterate along the middle lung, a total movement of 20 mm was used. After back projection to the coronal plane, thus eliminating the angle of 30
• , a movement of 17.32 mm in craniocaudal direction was extracted. For dextro-sinister and antero-posteior lung movement a movement of 4 mm was empirically explored.
In order to implement harmonic respiratory movement, a sine function was used to provide a variable which is cycling between -1.0 and 1.0. A multiplication with the factor 2.0 for the x and y axis, respectively 8.5 for the z axis (craniocaudal direction), leads to the three-dimensional vector, that is to be added to the position of the tracked and then distorted (see 2.4) position. Thus a total cyclic movement of 4 mm in dextro-sinister and antero-posteior direction and a total cyclic movement of 17 mm in craniocaudal direction harmonically shift the sample points of the track. A simulation which compares two algorithms and includes 100 tracks with more than 42.000 sampling points in total, approximately requires two minutes (standard personal computer: Intel Core2; 2.66GHz, 3GB RAM). Total runtime is dependent on the algorithms that are to be tested. But since these algorithms need to have a high performance in order to be used during a real-time navigation approach, their computation time here is marginal and can be neglected. However, the majority of computation time is used for analyzing the performance of each algorithm and writing the data to hard disk. Traversing the tree and modifying its sample points is done within milliseconds. Each track can retrospectively be visualized by an ITK application (such as the open source application of MITK). Thus, besides analyzing the stored result statistically, a visual inspection is possible. Figure 3a shows the real sample points (spheres) on the centerline of the bronchial tree at end of the track. The amount of the EMT distortion and respiratory motion shift is indicated by the spheres in Figure 3b . Note that the algorithms to be tested only receive these coordinates. Figures 3c and d visualize the performance of two compensation algorithms. Matched coordinates always stay inside of the bronchial tree, but the algorithm displayed in Figure 3c matches positions to a neighboring branch in some cases of strong in-or expiration. In comparison, the algorithm shown Figure 3d shows a consistent track.
RESULT
Since each track and the behavior of each algorithm to be tested is logged in detail, performance can also be locally inspected. The following comparison of two tested algorithms shall demonstrate the use of the simulation and evaluation environment. Both algorithms are adapted to consider the centerline of the bronchial tree and (Table 1 Track A). Note that both algorithms match the provided position from the outside to the inside of the bronchial tree (see Fig.3 ) but have different qualities in correcting the position onto the real coordinate.
try to compensate for respiratory motion. Note that the approach of both algorithms assumes that the tracked sensor always stays inside the bronchial tree. Figure 4a shows the performance of a centerline approach, which matches the shifted position orthogonally onto the tracheobronchial centerline (see Wegner et al.
Centerline matching
2 ). The graph shows distances between real and shifted sample points of one track, which indicates how strong true coordinates are distorted and shifted during simulation of insertion. Likewise distances between real and matched position of all sample points of one track is shown. In comparison, the centerline matching algorithm suggests coordinates that lie inside the bronchial tree, but still are far away from the ground truth coordinates in most of the cases. Since the algorithm does not consider previously proposed positions, resulting coordinates are inconsistent from one to the next sample point, which can lead to a spontaneous jump of the virtual representation of the instrument from one branch to a neighboring branch (see Fig.3c ).
Particle filtering The behavior of the particle filter algorithm (sequential Monte Carlo method; described for the use in navigated bronchoscopy by Atmosukarto et al. 1 ), which is shown in Figure 4b , is regular from one to the next sample point, which leads to a smooth movement inside a navigation suite. However, the algorithm also estimates coordinates that are even further away from the real position than the shifted positions. This behavior can also be described as a delay. It indicates a too slow adaption of the filter to new circumstances. Thus the parameters (dynamic response) of the filter were adjusted and tested by another simulation (see Fig.3d 5b and Tab.1). Whereas the filter previously could not adapt to the motion of the track as fast as needed, estimated coordinates are now closer to the corresponding real positions, while still showing a smoother graph than the centerline matching algorithm (see Fig.3d ).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The exact ground truth position of the electromagnetically tracked instrument is needed to compare the accuracy of an algorithm which compensates EMT noise and respiratory motion. This is not possible during bronchoscopic interventions given the technical state of the art of tracking systems. Furthermore, only a sufficient number of bronchoscopic interventions ensure a problem-oriented development and implementation of the required algorithms. This evaluation environment addresses these problems by reconstructing conditions of a bronchoscopic Table 1 . Comparison of two algorithms on two different tracks to show the usage of the evaluation environment. The difference between real and shifted position as well as between real and estimated position is given as root mean squared deviation (RMSD) in mm. Track A corresponds to Figure 4 and B corresponds to 5 respectively to Figure 3 . Note that parameters (dynamics) of the particle filter were adapted in Track B.
(a) (b) Figure 5 . Comparison of two compensation algorithms: a.) centerline matching b.) particle filtering. The parameters of the particle filter were adjusted according to the results of Fig.4b . This track corresponds to Track B of Table 1 .
intervention in a virtual simulation. It supports the development, implementation and debugging of these algorithms and assists to estimate their behavior during their later application. Furthermore, automatic tests can be created to set up a quality management for soft tissue navigation systems. Generated data and source code will be shared with other researchers.
The evaluation environment is designed to be easily adaptable to different conditions. This and the large amount of consecutively produced tracks offer to gain more knowledge on the performance of an algorithm which is used during navigation. In order to implement the environment, some assumptions needed to be made: The different effect of respiratory motion on the trachea and on the lung lobes is not considered (see 2.5). Especially the trachea is not affected by respiratory motion as much as reconstructed here. Thus the simulation environment rather overestimates motion. Moreover, in order to build up the underlying anatomical information an ex vivo porcine lung (see Fig.1 ) was used. The anatomy of a pork differs from a human, but the similarity usually suffices for medical experiments. For the acquirement of regular respiratory motion, MRI datasets of a human were used. This inconsistency was rated uncritical by physicians. For further evaluations, this inconsistency is to be eliminated by using a high resolution CT-scan of a human thorax. But again, the quality here generally suffers from artifacts such as the motion of the heart and thus the simulation might be unable to construct tracks that end at very peripheral bronchi. But especially in this area, a thoroughly optimized compensation algorithm is needed.
The assumption of the tracking sensor always staying on the centerline can be changed by also considering the current diameter of bronchi. This way, ground truth position still stays inside the tracheobronchial tree and other algorithms not using the centerline could be tested.
We highly suggest visual inspection of stored data because overall quality of an algorithm can hardly be described by single values. Furthermore, an algorithm can provide good quality in common conditions, such as continuing feed of the provided position. Other rare conditions, such as a falsely handled junction, can then mislead the algorithm for a short time. These rare conditions are hardly addressed by the stored values such as RMSD between ground truth and distorted position.
Limitations such as the bias to not reach to farthest leafs as often as closer leafs can be changed by replacing the random generator at bifurcations with characteristic branch probabilities describing the depth of a branch.
The described constraint assumes that the provided centerline was entirely extracted. Since this is not yet possible with currently available tomographs, the compensation algorithm also has to consider a false negative sample point of the centerline. Implementation of this feature can be assisted by our simulation environment by using two anatomical data sets: a high resolution data set and a copy with cropped centerline branches. For the design of a soft tissue navigation suite we recommend to include an indicator which reports the current amount of correction of the compensating algorithm. This allows the operator to rate the current estimation.
Future work includes the use of the simulation environment to implement a motion estimation filter that merges both advantages of centerline and particle filter in order to optimize our current prototype 2 of a soft tissue navigation system for bronchoscopy. Furthermore, the use of tracked orientation for improving accuracy
